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Secure Genetic Based Image Steganography System in
Frequency Domain
Z. Moghaddasi and Azizah Bt Abdul Manaf
securing data by concealing the contents in another media
(carrier or cover object) in which it is stored or transmitted.
The carrier could be an image, audio or video file and the
secret message which is called payload can also be any digital
medium such as text, image, audio, or a video. The word
stego-object or steganogram is also used for the media along
with the hidden message. The main goal of steganography is
to hide data inside other “harmless” media; so an attacker
should not be able to find out the hidden message that is
embedded in the steganogram.
Images compared to other types of media are the most
widely type of carrier used in steganography. This is because
information can be hidden in images in different ways
without perceptible impact to the carriers and also can be
taken advantages of restricted power in human visual system
(HVS) [3]. Almost any kind of file formats which is encoded
into a bit stream can be concealed in a digital image. The
steganographic methods are categorized into two general
groups including spatial domain and frequency domain.

Abstract—Steganography is a hiding system that conceals the
information in a way only the sender and the recipient know
about its existence. Various steganography methods developed
to cover different objectives of steganography applications. All
these objectives support the main goal of steganography that is
undetectability. In this paper a DCT based steganography
system is proposed to embed information in 4th bits of DCT
coefficients and optimize quality of the obtained stego-images
applying genetic algorithm that looks for the best position for
embedding. The main idea is derived from SSB-4 method which
embeds the message in more significant bits to be more resistant
against various steganalysis methods. The experimental results
show that the proposed method enhances the imperceptibility
and undetectability of the stego-images and is resistant against
some steganalysis techniques such as chi-square attack.
Index Terms—Discrete cosine transform, genetic algorithm,
steganography, stego-image.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, people are tending toward developing
methods for inventive secret communication. One of these
methods that become more popular between others is
steganography. The history of steganography shows that this
method is not new and used in different approaches from the
past times. The word steganography itself has been derived
from Greek and means “covered writing” [1]. In contrast with
cryptography that hides the content of message,
steganography is about concealing existence of message in
such a way no one, except the sender and intended recipient
suspects its existence.
Every system has its own primary and key characteristics
in which distinguish that system from others. Steganography
system also has three main properties which are
imperceptibility, capacity, and robustness [2]. In this paper a
genetic based steganography method is proposed to find the
best position for hiding message so it increases
imperceptibility and undetectability of the obtained image to
resist against steganalytic methods such as statistical attacks.
This paper is organized as follows:
First image steganography and its various methods are
introduced. Then some measurements required for evaluating
results of the proposed method are described. After that the
proposed method and its experimental results are presented.

A. Special Domain Embedding
In spatial domain techniques the secret message and the
carrier are modified in the spatial domain of an image that
means embedding at the level of Least Significant Bits [1].
This technique has high capacity embedding and does not
make any significant changes to the carrier, so the human
eyes are not able to detect the hidden message. Also when
the security has the high priority between other factors, LSBs
uses a stego-key or the secret message is embedded in noisy
areas. The noisy areas refer to the areas where the range of
color varies widely to lead into least perceptibility [4].
Several techniques developed in this area such as Least
Significant Bit substitution (LSB), cover regions & parity bits,
and Pseudo-random permutation [5].
Although spatial domain techniques are very simple, they
have a lot of weaknesses. One of them is that the format of
images which are suitable for spatial domain steganography
is lossless and consequently these methods are usually
dependent on the image format. The dependency to image
format made spatial domain techniques vulnerable to attacks
such as image manipulation and it is due to leaving statistical
evidences behind in the modified image [4]. A trivial
conversion between image formats for example from GIF to
JPEG which is a lossy compression image format can change
the embedded message’s content [3].

II. IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY

B. Frequency Domain Embedding
It is shown that embedding information in frequency
domain of a signal is more robust than embedding it in the
spatial domain. This leads to developing more robust
techniques which function in some sort of transform domain.
Transform domain methods by embedding secret message

Moreover, steganography can be defined as a method of
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in significant areas of the carriers makes them more resistant
than spatial domain methods against attacks such as
compression, cropping, statistics, etc. There are many
frequency domain methods such as Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
Due to using DCT in this paper, this technique is described in
this section briefly.
DCT is the most popular block-based transform. It
decorrelates the image data and then each transformed
coefficient can be encoded freely without missing
compression efficiency [6]. DCT is the basis for most of the
image and video compression algorithms, especially the
image compression standard JPEG in lossy mode and the
video compression standards MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4,
H.263, etc [7].
In DCT-based embedding method, first the image is
transformed to high and low frequency sub-bands. Then the
message bits are embedded into the coefficients. The
advantage of this method is making least distortion and
modification in statistical properties of an image [4]. The
formula used for calculating two-dimensional DCT is
expressed in (1):

techniques should be more than 30 decibels (dB) to make
sure that the quality of the obtained stego-images is
acceptable [9].
D. Chi-Square Attack
Since the embedding process results some changes in the
carrier, the attackers can use some approaches to guess the
existence of secret message and may also reveal the message
itself.
Many of steganalytic systems use statistical features of a
steganogram to detect the existence of the secret message.
That is because the embedding process leaves some traces in
the carrier features and makes the steganogram detectable to
the attakers. In other word, the statistical characteristics
which are read from the carrier should be same as those read
from the stego-object, otherwise the stego-object is not robust
against the attacks.
Westfeld, A. et al. [10] proposed a statistical attack
approach by considering that the secret message modifies the
histogram of color frequencies in a special way. They assume
that using LSBs of the pixels in an image during embedding
message process modifies the distribution of the frequencies.
The bits used in the embedding process should be equally
distributed to keep the frequencies same.
In their case, they use a test called Chi-square test to
understand whether the color frequency distribution matches
the distribution obtained from the stego-object. The
assumption for a modified image is that there are correlations
between the adjacent frequencies so that their value is close
to each other [10]. Their test can also be applied for an image
which transformed to frequency domain [11]. We apply this
attack for evaluating the robustness of our proposed method.

,
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where u, v = 0, 1, 2, …, N-1. Therefore, frequency domain
techniques in comparison with spatial domain techniques
improve the robustness and imperceptibility of
steganographic algorithms, but instead the capacity will
decrease because the message can only be embedded in some
regions of the image.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
Since the most steganalysis techniques designed to break
steganographic algorithms based on LSB, embedding in
more significant bits will make them more resistant against
various attacks. Beside this, embedding data in those bits
reduces quality of the stego-image and threats its
undetectability which is the main goal of steganography. So it
is necessary to modify the stego-image to increase its quality.
Our proposed method is based on genetic algorithm which
looks for the best position to embed the message in DCT
coefficients and optimizes quality of a stego-image.
According to this method the message is embedded in 4th bits
of nonzero DCT coefficients to resist against most of
statistical attacks such as chi-square attack. The format of
cover images applied in this method is JPEG due to its small
size which makes it most popular image format used in
various applications.
Basically, the main idea is derived from SSB-4 algorithm
proposed by Rodrigues, J. et al. [12]. SSB-4 combines the
spatial domain methods with human visual system features to
reduce the difference between the stego-image and the
original image. They used more significant bits (4th bits) of
the original image to embed the message and then changed 1st,
2nd, 3rd, and 5th bits to obtain the minimum difference with the
original image. Their hypothesis was that the difference must
be equal or less than four (i.e. ±4) because this amount is
imperceptible to human eyes.

C. Image Quality Assessment
Since the imperceptibility is one of the main goals in
steganography, the capability to measure quality of an image
is very important in steganographic techniques. There are
several techniques to measure quality of the image such as
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [8]. PSNR is based on the
comparison between the stego-image and the cover image
and is calculated applying (2) and (3):
MAX 2

MSE
PSNR 10 Log 10
dB.

(2)

where MAX is the maximum pixel value of the image which
is 255 for a grayscale image with 8 bits depth. MSE which
stands for Mean Square Error is calculated in (3) for an M ×
N grayscale image:
∑

∑

|

,
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where I, I' are the pixel value of the cover image and
stego-image respectively. PSNR applied to evaluate quality
of the obtained stego-images, and guarantees that they are
unsuspicious. The value of PSNR for the steganographic
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After that, Kafri1, N. et al. [9] enhanced the SSB-4 method
by using DCT. In their proposed algorithm, they applied
SSB-4 method in which the message is embedded in 4th bit of
the DCT coefficients and then 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th bits will be
changed to get minimum difference between the original
value and the value after embedding. They also consider if
the difference is equal or less than ±8 the human eyes cannot
detect the embedded message and so the quality of the image
is not corrupted. In our proposed method this difference
reduces by optimizing the stego-image using genetic
algorithm. The following steps indicate the proposed
approach:
• Step 1: preparing the image
In this step first the cover image is divided into 8 × 8
blocks and every block is converted to DCT using (1). Then
the coefficients are quantized based on JPEG algorithm.
• Step 2: embedding process
In this step first every 8 × 8 block of coefficients is
converted into a vector. This vector forms the chromosome of
our genetic algorithm which consists of 64 genes. The
message bits are embedded into 4th bit of every nonzero
coefficient included in this vector. Next the genetic algorithm
optimizes the embedded chromosome to find the minimum
difference between the original chromosome and embedded
one.
Equation (4) shows the fitness function for our GA-based
method to calculate the difference between the cover image
and embedded ones. This function called Mean Absolute
Difference (MAD) is applied by Pik-Wah as an image quality
indicator for his GA-based watermark algorithm [13]. Milani
Fard, A. et al. [14] also combined the Outguess method and
MAD, as the genetic algorithm fitness function for improving
the quality of their obtained stego-image.
| |

∑

∑

|

,

,

|.

algorithm & direct search on Microsoft Windows XP. The
genetic algorithm functions were customized as required to
meet our genetic based scheme. Also a JPEG toolbox for
manipulating images in JPEG format was added to
MATLAB and applied [15].
read cover image
read message file
transform cover image into 8 × 8 DCT blocks
for every 8 × 8 block
for every nonzero coefficient
if 4th bit of coefficient is not equal to
message bit
Replace 4th bit of coefficient with the
message bit
end if
end for
initialize population randomly
evaluate initial population
repeat
generate next generation
select individuals for mating randomly
exchange parts of individuals by
crossover
mutate selected individuals
keep best individuals from previous
population
evaluate new individuals
until termination criteria satisfied
replace old coefficients with new ones
end for
construct the stego-image
Fig. 1. Process of the proposed method

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section compares the obtained results from the
proposed algorithm with DCT and 4th bit method proposed in
[9] on 25 grayscale and color images in JPEG format which
grouped into five categories relevant to human perception;
building, mountain, flower, people, and tree [9].
These results obtained from the cover images with the
same size. Then the stego-images and algorithms are
compared together through the quality measurement called
PSNR. After that the robustness of our proposed system is
evaluated through Chi-Square attack and the results are
compared with JSTEG algorithm. As JSTEG embeds the
message into LSB of DCT coefficients of an image; it is an
appropriate steganography system for comparison with the
proposed algorithm.

(4)

where I and I' are the coefficient value of the cover image and
stego-image respectively and N is size of the block that is 8 in
our case.
Furthermore, the genetic operations applied in this method
are crossover and mutation. Crossover is an operation in
which two chromosomes are combined together according to
a function to produce children for next generation. Mutation
also operates only on a single chromosome and changes some
portions of that chromosome. As mutation might modify the
4th bits of coefficients and corrupt the embedded data, its
function should be designed in such a way to change only 1st,
2nd, 3rd or 5th bits of the coefficients.
• Step 3: constructing the image
After applying the designed genetic algorithm, if the
fitness function value is less than determined criteria, the
chromosome will be selected as embedded chromosome and
is replaced with the original one. After embedding the whole
message in the 8 × 8 blocks and replacing them with the
original blocks the stego-image is constructed. The whole
process is presented in Fig. 1

A. Quality Evaluation
As mentioned earlier one of the main goals of a
steganography system is imperceptibility. The high
imperceptibility means that the quality of the steganogram
should be high enough in such a way the human visual
system cannot be able to detect even the existence of message
in the stego-image [2]. Besides HVS there are also some
standard measures to calculate the quality of the
steganogram.
In this section PSNR is calculated to evaluate the quality of
the proposed method in comparison with DCT and 4th bit
method proposed in [9]. Size of embedding message is 40
bytes for all images. The results are average of PSNR values
for 5 images in each category which calculated applying two
algorithms. Table I shows results of PSNR in grayscale
images after embedding the message. As the values illustrate

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed method was implemented using MATLAB
and its toolboxes such as image processing and genetic
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thhere is an impprovement inn PSNR valuees in the propposed
allgorithm in alll categories. Also the vallues for the tested
t
allgorithms are greater than 30 dB which show that these
syystems have good quality.
P
on the color
Table II indiicates results of applying PSNR
im
mages. As the results show there is also im
mprovement in
i the
quuality of steego-images using
u
propossed algorithm
m in
coomparison witth the DCT annd 4th bit methhod. Noted thhat all
thhe values aree greater thann 30dB whicch show thaat the
prroposed system
m is acceptablle.

p
systeem
Chi-square attack is used for evvaluating our proposed
and comparing itt with anothher steganograaphic algorithhm
calleed JSTEG whiich was brokeen by this attacck [10].
Th
he attack is appplied on 25 sample graysccale images and
a
the maximum
m
resuult for every ccategory is prresented in tabble
III fo
or embedded message of 10000 bytes. Ass table III show
ws
the attack
a
can deteect that there iis message in the stego-imaage
creatted by JSTE
EG and the m
maximum pro
obability is for
f
mou
untain images with
w value of 0.9082 (90.82
2%), but theree is
no detection for thhe proposed allgorithm.

CALE STEGO-IMA
AGES
TABLE I: PSNR
R RESULTS OF 25 SAMPLE GRAYSC
AFTER EMBEEDDING 40 BYTESS
A
AVERAGE
PSN
NR
Image
GA-B
BASED DCT & 4TH
4
Type
DCT & 4TH BIIT
BIT
B
Building
64.4870
67.38755

F
Flower

55.7139

61.70188

M
Mountain

64.6570

67.76011

P
People

56.9060

63.96166

T
Tree

54.8445

62.11822

T
TABLE
II: PSNR
R RESULTS OF 25 SAMPLE COLOR STEGO-IMAGES AFTER
EMBEDDIING 40 BYTES
Average PSNR
R
Image
Type
DCT & 4th bitt
GA-bbased DCT & 4th bit
B
Building

66.0981

73.91222

F
Flower

68.6862

70.70699

M
Mountain

66.1770

75.71299

P
People

67.5921

71.43566

T
Tree

67.9701

72.50888

Fig. 2. (a) Lena imagge before embeddding, (b)Lena imaage after embedding
0 bytes using DCT and 4th bit algoorithm (PSNR=40.82dB), (c) Lenaa
500
image after embbedding 500 bytess using our propo
osed algorithm
(PSNR=466.38dB)

K FOR GRAYSCALE
E
TABLE III: RESULTS OF CHI-S
SQUARE ATTACK
STEGO
O-IMAGES
Chi-square Test Probability
Image
Type
JSTEG
GA-bbased DCT & 4th bit

B
Building

0.4634

0

F
Flower

0.7408

0

M
Mountain

0.9082

0.211× 10-10

P
People

0.6424

0

T
Tree

0.7462

0.318 × 10-13

VI. CONC
CLUSION
In
n this paper a robust geneticc based imagee steganograpphy
meth
hod was propoosed. The messsage is embed
dded in 4th bitt of
DCT
T coefficients of an image. The idea is derived
d
from the
t
fact that embeddinng message inn more signifficant bits of the
t
imag
ge makes it moore resistant aagainst differeent attacks.
However, as embedding
e
m
message in th
hese bits causses
high
her differencees between tthe original image and the
t
stegaanogram, so some
s
modificcation must be done to maake
thesee differencess as least as possible. Therefore an
optim
mization algorrithm called ggenetic was used
u
to optimiize
the steganogram.
s
Th
his method designed
d
and coded, then
n different teests
perfo
ormed to evaaluate differeent aspects of
o the propossed
scheme. As thee experimenttal results show
s
there is
imprrovement in quality
q
and unndetectability of the propossed
systeem.
In
n addition, DWT is aanother freq
quency domaain
transsformation teechnique usedd in image steganographhy.
Therrefore the prooposed technique can be applied
a
in DW
WT
insteead of DCT too see whetherr there is an improvement in
diffeerent aspects of
o the system. This assumption needs moore
investigation and research
r
to bee done. So the future work will
w
us on this assum
mption.
focu

Fig. 2 also shhows the expeerimental resuults for a grayyscale
“llena.jpg” imaage, before annd after embbedding 500 bytes
innformation andd their histogrrams. In this figure
f
(a) show
ws the
orriginal imagee and its hisstogram; (b) and (c) inddicate
em
mbedding of 500 Bytes using
u
DCT annd 4th bit, and the
prroposed methoods respectiveely.
As Fig. 2 illuustrates there is
i more changges in the histoogram
off stego-imagee applying DCT
D
and 4th bit algorithm in
coomparison witth the histograam of the stegoo-image created by
thhe proposed method.
m
PSNR value also veerifies this resuult.
B. Robustnesss Evaluation
As mentioneed previouslyy, besides im
mperceptibilityy and
caapacity the steeganographic systems
s
have another goal that
t is
roobustness. Som
me steganaylssis techniques have developped to
deetermine the existence of messages in cover obbjects.
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